SOME FIRE ROOSTERS BORN 1957
Here I explore a list of folk born in the year of the fire rooster (1957), and then
take 4 of their charts and analyse them to demonstrate the different lives these folk
live. A random fact I found whilst researching is, many Astronauts from different
countries were born the year of the fire rooster.
THE LIST

Dolph Lundgren
3rd November, 1957
Daniel Day Lewis
29th April 1957

Mukesh Ambani
19th April, 1957
Hans Zimmer
12th September, 1957

Steve Buscemi
13th December 1957

Dawn French
11th October, 1957

Spike Lee
20th March 1957
Ray Romano
21st December 1957

Deep Roy
1st December, 1957
Nick Faldo
18th July, 1957 @ 15:00
(dls) unverified
Nick Hornby
17th April, 1957
Caroline Kennedy
27th November, 1957 @
08.15am – verified
Lyle Lovett
1st November, 195
Billy Bragg
20th Dec, 1957
Richard E Grant
5th may, 1957

Ainslee Harriott
28th February 1957
Fran Drescher
30th September 1957
Stephen Fry
24th August 1957 06:00 dls
Sid Vicious
10th May, 1957 19:09 dls
David Foster
20th March, 1957

Daniel Stern
28th August, 1957
Claudie Haignere
13th May,1957 @20:35 hrs DLS
verified
Christopher Lambert
29th March, 1957 @ 11:43 am
verified
Ai Wei Wei
28th August, 1957
Anna Lindh
19th June, 1957 @ 22:25
verified
Christer Fuglesang
18th March, 1957
Donny Osmond
9th December, 1957 @ 00:55
unverified
Carole Bouquet
18th August,1957@18:30 DLS
Antonio Moro
14th Dec, 1957
Donald Tusk
22nd April, 1957

This is obviously not an exhaustive list. I will analyse those who have hours of
birth that are verified only.
1. Christopher Lambert born USA 29th March, 1957 @11:43 am.
Day

Month

Year

Yang water

Yang metal

Yin water

Yin fire

Horse

Rat

Rabbit

Rooster

7

17

27

37

47

57

67

Yang

Yin metal

Yang

Yin earth

Yang earth

Yin fire

Yang fire

Pig

Dog

Rooster

Monkey

water
Tiger

1

Hour

metal
Ox

Rat
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2. Claudie Haigneré born France13th May, 1957 @ 20:35 pm DLS.
Hour

Day

Month

Year

Yang fire

Yin wood

Yin wood

Yin fire

Dog

Rooster

Snake

Rooster

7

17

27

37

47

57

67

Yang fire

Yin fire

Yang earth

Yin earth

Yang metal

Yin metal

Yang
water

Horse

Sheep

Monkey

Rooster

Dog

Pig

Rat

3. Caroline Kennedy born USA 27th November, 1957 @ 08:15 am
4.
Hour

Day

Month

Year

Yang fire

Yin water

Yin metal

Yin fire

Dragon

Rabbit

Pig

Rooster

3

13

23

33

43

53

63

Yang

Yin water

Yang

Yin wood

Yang fire

Yin fire

Yang

Rabbit

Dragon

Snake

Horse

water
Rat

wood
Ox

Tiger

earth

5. Carole Bouquet born 18th August, 1957 @ 18:30 hrs DLS
Hour

Day

Month

Year

Yin earth

Yang water

Yang earth

Yin fire

Rooster

Dog

Monkey

Rooster

7

17

27

37

47

57

67

Yin earth

Yang

Yin metal

Yang water

Yin water

Yang

Yin wood

metal
Rooster

Dog

wood
Pig

Rat

Ox

Tiger

Rabbit

CHRISTOPHER LAMBERT:

has a very special configuration in his chart. He has all four lovebirds or flowers
of romance stars. This contributes enormously to his success. It means as they are all
are the peak of each of the four elements, that he also has a changing chart. It
means that he can become follow metal, follow wood, follow water, follow fire.
There are five elements but only for belong in the Peak or prime positions. This means
that there are only four flowers of romance stars. His luck pillars, because he is a
male, range backwards. His first luck pillar starts at age 7. The yen water forms a
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combination with his yin fire natal year of birth. The next combination is between a
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tiger at age 12 through 16 and it has a possible combination with the horse but it is
too early for the Horse to combine as it is is located in the Natal hour pillar.
The next combination that forms is at age 22 through 26 when the ox
combines with his rooster bringing him success. It forms a partial team of metal.
Here’s natal day pillar is brick located at age 27 through 36. This would have been a
peak time for him in terms of his career.
Then age 42 through 46 the pig combined if the rabbit in his chart to form
wood and he switched to a follow wood formation. Then age 47 through 56 he had
a very special configuration. Age 57 through 66 he has a replicated natal year pillar.
He’s able to switch two one of the four follow charts; fire when he encounters the
dog or the tiger, Metal when he encounters the ox or the snake, Wood when he
encounters the pig or the sheep, and water when he encounters the dragon or the
monkey.
He had his International debut in 1984 in Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan,
Lord of The Apes. He had his first lead role that same year. In 1985 he stared in Luc
Besson’s Subway, in 1986 He also featured in Highlander and this became his most
famous role. From the 1990s onward he was active as a French film producer.
From 1988 through 1994 he was married to Diane Lane. In ‘99 he married
again and from 2007 has been in a relationship with Sophie Marcel. They married in
2012 but announced their separation in 2014.
He has extensive business interests owning a mineral water business, food
processing plant and produces the not too shabby Côte-du-Rhône wines.
CLAUDIE HAIGNERÉ:

being a female, her luck pillars flow forward. She has a partial team of metal,
making her a follow metal (power) chart most of her life, until she encounters the
horse or the tiger and the monkey. Her special stars are the monkey and the ox,
and her nobleman stars are the monkey and the rat. At age 37 luck cycle 42
through 46 she had a replicated day branch which brings the likelihood of romance
or marriage luck cycle 47 through 52 she had a special stem combination between
her two yin wood stems in her day and month palaces and the yang metal in the
first half of that luck pillar.
She studied medicine at the Faculty of Medicine and Faculty of Sciences,
Paris. She went on to obtain post graduate certificates in biology and sports
medicine, aviation and space medicine and rheumatology.
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She visited the Mir Space Station for 16 days in 1996 and in 2001 became the
first European woman to visit the international space station. She entered French
parliament as the minister delegate for research in New Technologies from 2002
through 2004 and as Minister delegate for European Affairs from 2004 through 2005.
She is a commander of the Légion d’honneur.
CAROLINE KENNEDY:

Has a very versatile chart. She can follow wood as she has a partial team of
wood, she can follow metal in her youth, and follow water making her dominant in
her older age. She has her Nobleman Star, rabbit in her house of spouse palace. She
has a stem combination in her first luck pillar age 3 through 8 indicating a high
possibility of separation from Grandparents.
Luck Cycle 18 through 23 she becomes followed metal; Luck Cycle 38
through 42 she has a very good chance of being married because her spouse
branch is repeated and she becomes a follow wood or output chart. Luck Cycle 43
through 52 both the stem and the branch of her natal hour pillar is replicated.
She was three years old when her father was sworn in as president of United
States of America. She was just short of her sixth birthday when he was assassinated
November 22, 1963. Her surviving brother John Jr was born just before her 3rd
birthday.
In 1968 (yang earth monkey year), in the Rat Luck Cycle her uncle, Robert F
Kennedy was assassinated. He had become a surrogate father to her and her
brother.
1975 (yin wood rabbit year) in the Ox Luck Cycle, her mother married
shipping Tycoon Aristotle Onassis. The same year she was staying with Conservative
MP Clive Fraser and his wife and was nearly caught up in the bomb attack that
targeted the MP. She had become a follow metal chart at that time and the rabbit
attacked her year branch, but as it was also her nobleman it helped protect her.
She graduated from Radcliffe college and worked at Manhattan’s
Metropolitan Museum of Art, meeting her future husband there. She went on to
receive a Doctor of Jurisprudence from Columbia law school and most of her life’s
been in the law or politics, as well as education reform and charitable works.
She has served on many boards and charitable organisations and in 2013
was appointed the US ambassador to Japan. She flirted with entering politics but
resiled from the offer, taking up the ambassadorship instead.
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CAROLE BOUQUET:

has a Fei Kong chart. That is, she has yang water sitting over the dog in her
house of spouse, when she meets a yang earth, yang water, or yang metal dragon
or dog she becomes a full-on Fei Kong. She also has a full seasonal combination of
metal which means that she will remain a follow metal chart for the whole of her life
until the dragon or the rat comes along then she switches to dominant water. When
the horse or the tiger (current luck cycle) come along they will try to form fire but it
will not disrupt the chart.
Since 1977, she has acted in over 50 films. She played Bond girl Melina
Havelock in the 1981 For Your Eyes Only. She has acted in numerous mainstream
European films through the 80’s until now, and continues to work extensively in
France.
She was a model for Chanel in the 1980s through 90s, and has served on the
jury of several international film festival including Cannes.
1982 through 1985 was in a relationship with Jean-Pierre Rassam, and 1997
through 2005 in a relationship with Gérard Depardieu.
1981 she gave birth to her 1st son Demetri and in 1987 she gave birth to
another son Louis to Francis Giacobetti. Married to Jacques Liebowitch in 1992 and
they divorced in ‘96.
From her yang water luck cycle through to her tiger luck cycle there are stem
and branch combinations present with her natal chart. Yang water Luck cycle forms
a stem combination with her yin fire natal year stem. The Yin water luck cycle forms
a stem combination with her natal yang earth month stem. And her Yang wood luck
cycle forms a stem combination with her natal yin earth hour stem. Her special stars
are monkey and dog, both of which are in her natal chart. She appears to be a very
canny businesswoman with interests in food, vodka, cosmetics and perfumery.
If you like this way of analysing charts then get yourself a copy of Dr Jin Peh’s
most recent book, Four Pillars of Destiny – Analysing Water Charts – available on
Amazon.
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